Perusall: Ensure Your Students are Reading

The Learning Innovations Team
Today’s Objectives

You should be able to:

• Create Perusall reading assignments in your course.
• Comfortably navigate the homepage and analytics tools.
• Use Perusall to support active learning and pre-class reading assignments.
Perusall Basics

Assignment Creation and Navigation
General Orientation

- What is it?
- Why was it developed?
Example Assignment

- Link to a reading assignment
- Student posts
- Homepage
- Gradebook
- Analytics
Assignment Creation

- Add Perusall to your course
- Add a reading
- Create an assignment
Your Turn

• On your laptop, or with a partner (if you don’t have a laptop), navigate to the My Institution page at learn.wsu.edu.

• Find your course: Sort the course list at Term to the correct semester.
Any Questions?
Resources

- https://li.wsu.edu/teaching-tool-boxes/technology-tools/
- aoi.li@wsu.edu
- li.wsu.edu
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